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ABSTRACT: The crystal sizes andmelting points of polyethyleneoxide, crystallized in the presence of silica
nanoparticles, are only affected for particle loadings larger than 20 wt %. X-ray scattering shows that the
distribution of particle spacings in the semicrystalline state is always significantly broader than in the melt,
even though the mean particle spacing is unchanged. We thus conclude that, at low loadings, the polymer
“forces” the nanoparticle “defects” out of their way to crystallize in a minimally perturbed form. For higher
loadings, the crystals become smaller in response to increased particle induced confinement. In contrast to
currently held views that the particles control the crystallization process, e.g., by providing heterogeneous
nucleation sites, we find that the crystalline lamellae dominate; i.e., they manipulate the nanoparticle
dispersion, especially at low loadings.

1. Introduction

There has been considerable interest in polymer crystalliza-
tion1-4 in confined spaces, e.g., in thin films and in the presence of
sheet-like fillers.2,3 These situations are thought to be analogous
and the type of crystal formed, the degree of crystallinity (Xc) and
melting temperature (Tm) are expected to be dramatically
affected on confinement.5-8 For example, it has been found in
several cases that the presence of a planar surface, which serves as
a nucleation site, tends to increase the rate of crystallization.
Similarly, recent work has shown that the presence of spherical
nanoparticles yields whole new crystal morphologies. While we
are interested in understanding how the presence of nanoparticles
might affect the semicrystalline morphologies, more pertinently
we askhow the crystallizationof these polymers affects the spatial
distribution of nanoparticles. We ask this question since it is now
very well appreciated that the macroscopic properties of nano-
composites are strongly affected by the dispersion state of
nanoparticles.9,10 However, since the particles used in most
previous studies are very large (or are strongly agglomerated),
the particle dispersion state is not affected by the crystallization of
the polymer. We conjectured that this situation must change for
nonagglomerated nanoscale particles, such as the ones we
consider here.

2. Experimental Methods

Bare, unfunctionalized silica particles (nominally 15( 4 nm in
diameter) were obtained as dispersions in methylethylketone
from Nissan Chemicals. Both TEM and SAXS determined form
factors independently confirm the bare particle sizes.

PMMA (Mw=31.0 kDa;Mw/Mn=1.06) brushes were grown
from the surfaces of these silica nanoparticles using RAFT
polymerization as outlined elsewhere.11,12 The SiO2-g-PMMA
had a grafting density of 0.27 chains/nm2, as determined using
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The unperturbed radius of
gyration of these chains is !4.7 nm. We use dynamic light
scattering (DLS) to measure the thickness of the brushes, since

SAXShas too little contrast between the brush and solvent to give
an accurate estimate of the brush thickness. Since these DLS
measurements onlymake sense in a smallmolecule solvent, where
the brush sizes are different from that in the melt state, we do not
quote the DLS determined brush results here, but defer them to a
separate paper. Regardless, it is important to stress that our
results in good solvent show that the brush heights are compar-
able to single (ungrafted) chain dimensions in the same solvent.
These brush chains are thus not significantly swollen relative
to their ungrafted counterparts. PEO (Mw ! 100 kDa) was
purchased fromScientific PolymerProducts andusedas received.
The glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the PMMA in the
nanoparticle brush and pure PEO were determined using modu-
latedDSC (see below) to be 110 and-55 !C, respectively. TheTg

of the PMMA implies a somewhat atactic triad distribution.13

To prepare the nanocomposites, PEO and SiO2-g-PMMA
were individually dissolved in benzene (>99%, Sigma Aldrich)
at ca. 80 !C. After complete dissolution of each, several
filler loadings (corresponding to 0, 10, 20, 40, and 60% w/w
SiO2-PMMA)were prepared bymixing various ratios of the two
solutions. The solutions were sonicated using a probe sonicator
for 3min and poured into PTFEdrying dishes and allowed to dry
overnight in a fume hood. A word is in order here about the role
of sonication: we have previously reported that probe sonication
(for the times and power used in this work) does not lead to a
significant change in particle hydrodynamic radius. More
recently, our collaborators, Drs. Vaia and Koerner (Wright
PattersonAir Force Base) have examined how sonicating particle
solutions affect the brush coatings. In their experiments, the
particle size stays constant and very little (<2%) free polymer
appears for short sonication times (<15 min). For longer times,
the apparent particle size (as determined by DLS) decreases, and
a proportionately larger amount of free polymer, presumably
cleaved from the particle surface, appears. Thus, the sonication
process, under the conditions we employ, only disperses the
particles without changing them.

After drying in the fume hood, the nanocomposites were
annealed in vacuo (!10-3 Torr) for 24 h at 80 !C. According
to a Stokes-Einstein analysis of the SiO2-PMMA particle
diffusivity,14 using previously reported values for the PEO
viscosity,15,16 this was sufficient time to allow the SiO2-PMMA*Corresponding author. E-mail: sk2794@columbia.edu.
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particles to fully disperse. Finally, the samples were compression
molded at 80 !C using a Carver press with heated platens
and allowed to slowly cool (!5 !C/h) to 30 !C and were stored
in a calcium sulfate-filled desiccator to minimize water absorp-
tion.Crystallization thus occurs under nonisothermal conditions.

Modulated DSC17 was performed using an indium (tem-
perature) and sapphire (heat capacity) calibrated TA Instruments
Q100 in a nitrogen atmosphere. Approximately 10 mg of sample
was placed in an aluminum sample pan, and a heating rate of 3 !C/
min, a modulation amplitude of 1 !C, and a modulation period of
60 s was used. The integral heat of melting determined for the first
heating cycle (-85 to !180 !C), after normalization to the PEO
weight fraction,was used to determine degree of crystallinity, using
the previously reported PEO heat of formation (Hf=196.4 J/g).18

Both the onset and peak melting temperatures (Tm,o and Tm,p,
respectively) were determined from the first heating cycle.

SAXS was performed at beamline X27C at Brookhaven
National Laboratories using 9 keV photons (!E/E " 1.1%)
and a detector distance of 2 m. Samples were first analyzed at
25 !C (as-molded), and then they were heated to 80 !C for
45 min and analyzed in the melt in order to assess the solid and
melt dispersions of the brush-coated nanoparticles. WAXD was
performed using an Inel X-ray diffractometer with 0.154 nm
photons (CuKR radiation) over the range 4!<2!<120! using a
multiangle detector. Analysis was performed for approximately
5 min at 25 !C for each sample.

To determine the morphology, the nanocomposites were
microtomed and visualized in a Jeol JEM-100 CX electron
microscope.

3. Results

Wefirst used the self-consistentmean-field theory to substantiate
our initial guess that the polymer brush thickness could
be approximated by its unperturbed single chain value. Calcula-
tions19,20 for a SiO2-g-PMMA/PEOblendwith a binarymean-field
interaction parameter "=-0.001,10 shows that the brush thickness
is!1.1Rg!5nm(whereRg is thePMMAchain radiusof gyration)
in good agreement with our conjecture. Thus, the net effective
diameter of a grafted nanoparticle is ! 15 ! 5 ! 5 nm=25 nm.
Using modulated DSC17 the onset and peak of the melting

isotherm (Tm,o and Tm,p) for the pure PEO were determined to
be 58 and 67 !C, respectively. The crystallization temperature (Tc)
of PEO was determined to be ca. 45 !C for a 5 !C/min cooling
cycle (no modulation).

The results from Lorentz-corrected small-angle X-ray scatter-
ing (SAXS)21 of the pure PEO are shown in Figure 1a. From the
first-order maximum (qm) at 0.22 nm-1, the lamellar thickness
was determined using

Lc, o " Xc, o
2#
qm

where Lc,o (25 nm) and Xc,o (0.87) are the lamellar thickness and
degree of crystallinity, respectively, of the pure PEO sample.
These results are consistent with previously reported values for
Lc,o andXc,o for pure PEO of comparablemolecular weight.21-23

Figure 1b shows the SAXS results for 20, 40, and 60% (w/w) filler
loadings both (top) below Tc (room temperature) and (bottom)
aboveTm (80 !C). Importantly, the origins of the scattering peaks
in Figure 1, parts a and b, are quite different: in Figure 1a, the
primary scattering contrast is between the crystal and amorphous
phase (! 10% increase in electron density for crystalline PEO
over amorphous PEO), while the dominant contrast in Figure 1b
is between the silica and the polymer (! 80% increase in electron
density for silica over crystalline PEO). Using the relationship

heff "
2#
qm

-deff

where heff is the effective surface-to-surface separation between
the particles and deff is the effective particle diameter (25 nm), heff
was determined to be 19, 10, and 4 nm for 20, 40, and 60% filler
loadings, respectively, in both themelt and solid state (Figure 2b).
This shows a high degree of confinement for these filler loadings,
with heff considerably lower than the equilibrium lamellar thick-
ness, Lc,o. Note that the mean particle spacing (heff) is essentially
unchanged when one cools a sample from the melt to below the

Figure 1. (a) Lorentz-corrected SAXS of semicrystalline PEO as a
function of the scattering vector, q. From here, the lamellar thickness
was determined to be 25 nm. The inset in part a shows the Lorentz-
corrected SAXS for pure PEO after 45 min at 80 !C. (b) Analysis of the
nanocomposites below Tc (top, at room temperature) and above Tm

(bottom, at 80 !C), after background subtraction, reveals negligible
changes in the effective nanoparticle spacing (average confinement of
19, 10, and 4 nm for 20, 40, and 60wt% filler loading, respectively), but
a broadened distribution in nanoparticle spacings is apparent belowTc.
This has been further quantified from the effective halfwidth-at-
half-maximum (!q) on the high-q side of the peaks (!q=0.06, 0.05,
and 0.05 nm-1 for 20, 40, and 60% loadings aboveTm, respectively, and
!q=0.11, 0.10, and 0.08 nm-1 for 20, 40, and 60% loadings below Tc,
respectively).

Figure 2. (a) WAXD results showing negligible changes in the mono-
clinic crystalline lattice spacing for pure PEO and PEO with 60% filler.
(b) We used a Scherrer analysis of the (120) reflection at 2! = 19! to
determine the lamellar thickness (Lc) as a function of filler loading. This
is compared to the SAXS-determined surface-to-surface nanoparticle
spacing (heff=2#/qm - deff, where deff is the effective particle diameter,
25 nm). Clearly, the lamellar thicknesses and surface-to-surface nano-
particle spacings do not coincide.
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Tc. However, since the X-ray peaks broaden in the crystalline
state (Figure 1b), we conclude that the distribution of particle
separations is broadened in the crystalline state: this is quantified
by the effective half-width-at-half-maximum (!q) on the high-q
side of the peaks, !q=0.06, 0.05, and 0.05 nm-1 for 20, 40, and
60% loadings above Tm, respectively, while it is !q=0.11, 0.10,
and 0.08 nm-1 below Tc, respectively. These results are particu-
larly compelling for the 40 and 60% loadings, where the intensity
of the interparticle structure factor (i.e., particle-particle diffrac-
tion) completely dominates the single-particle form factor inten-
sity.24 Transmission electron microscopy imaging (TEM) over a
range of particle loadings in the crystallized state show that the
particles are always uniformly distributed. Figure 3 of a represen-
tative highly filled sample (60 % SiO2-g-PMMA) illustrates this
point, although we hasten to add that the TEM results, which are
from !50-100 nm thick slices, could suffer from artifacts due to
two-dimensional projection effects.25Regardless, no obvious signs
of large scale particle agglomeration are seen.

The wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) results for pure
PEO and 60% filled PEO in Figure 2a show no measurable
changes in the crystalline lattice structure of the PEO under
confinement,meaning that a constant enthalpy ofmelting,Hf can
be assumed for all samples. TheWAXDBragg peaks at 2q= 19!,
corresponding to the (120) reflection of the monoclinic lattice,26

were fit to a Pearson function and a Lorentz function for the
amorphous halo.23,27 (We remind the reader that b is usually the
unique direction in a monoclinic system. This justifies the use of
the (120) reflection to evaluate lamellar “size”.) Using the
lamellar thickness for pure PEO determined using SAXS, Lc,o,
these WAXD results were used to approximate PEO lamellar
thicknesses,Lc in the presence of the SiO2-PMMA, according to
Scherrer’s equation28

Lc = Lc, o
$o
$

where $ is the full width at half-maximumof the fitted (120) peak
($o for pure PEO). This relies on the fact that the lattice spacing is
independent of filler loading, and it assumes that the instrumental
resolution is negligible compared to the Scherrer-broadening for
these small lamellar “grains.” It is also useful to point out that the
line broadening might also be due, in part or in whole, to crystal
defects. Results are shown in Figure 2b and compared to the
measured values of heff. While Lc values decrease somewhat with
increasing loading, they are much larger than the average con-
finement due to the nanoparticles.

The results from the Scherrer analysis are confirmed by
comparison with modulated DSC results for Tm,o and Tm,p as a

function of filler loading with the theoretical values from the
Gibbs-Thomson relationship7

Tm "Tm,¥ 1-
2%e
LcHv

! "

where %e is the PEO lamellar/amorphous interfacial tension
(20 mJ/m2),29,30 Hv is the volumetric heat of formation
(210 J/cm3),29,30 and Tm,¥ is the melting temperature in the limit
of infinite lamellar thickness. Tm,¥ was adjusted to match Tm,o

andTm,p for the pure PEO, and the values ofLc from the Scherrer
analysis were input as a function of filler loading. Figure 4a shows
excellent agreement between the experimental and theoretical
changes inTm,o andTm,p as a function of filler loading. However,
Figure 4b shows a significant decrease inXc at high filler loadings
(! 40% reduction in Xc with 60% filler), indicating a preference
for thicker PEO lamellae at a sacrifice of total crystallinity in the
presence of nanoparticles.

4. Discussion

For linear polymer chains, confinement to thin films has been
shown to reduce Tm since lamellar sizes are restricted to be
smaller than the film thickness.5,7,8 Similarly, for side-chain
crystalline polymers, it has been shown that confinement to
planar thin films can significantly reduce Xc for films less than
50 nm thick, and even prevent crystallization completely below
15 nm, by kinetically confining both the side chains and the
polymer backbone to a disordered state.6,31,32 Here, a similar
phenomenon could occur, although the nanocomposite system
has one key difference from planar thin films. For thin films, the
polymer chains cannot relieve their confinement unless the film
dewets the substrate, thereby forming locally thicker domains.33

With nanocomposites,34 we suggest that the growing crystalline
lamellae can maneuver the particles in order to grow thicker,
more favorable lamellae, as schematically outlined in Figure 5.
The SAXS results in Figure 1b clearly demonstrate this phenom-
enon which results in a broader distribution of nanoparticles
below Tc. Therefore, even though the average effective confine-

Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy results for system com-
prised of 60 % of the silica. The data were taken for a sample at room
temperature, thus corresponding to the crystal state.

Figure 4. Experimental (DSC) and theoretical (GT) analysis of the
onset (Tm,o) and peak (Tm,p) melting temperatures for PEO nanocom-
posites as a function of filler loading (a). The theoretical Gibbs-
Thomson function was used with the measured values for Lc (see
Figure 2) and previously reported parameters. This confirms the small
changes inLc determined using SAXS andWAXD.Also shown are the
results for the degree of crystallinity as a function of filler loading (b).
These results, coupledwith the SAXS inFigure 1b, suggest that growing
crystalline lamellae in highly filled nanocomposites can maneuver the
particles in order to grow thicker lamellae within broaden insterstitials.
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ment (deff) remains unchanged when a sample is cooled from
above Tm to below Tc for highly filled semicrystalline polymer
nanocomposites, the formation of lamellae are restricted to the
broadened interstitials, resulting in relatively small changes in the
measured lamellar thicknesses (Lc), and hence, Tm, but large
decreases in the degree of crystallinity (Xc).

These results parallel the role of defects (or impurities) in the
crystallization of metals and polymers: in general, the crystal-
lization process is so thermodynamically dominant that the system
will push these “defects”outof theway soas to result in aminimally
perturbed crystallization process. A particularly relevant compar-
ison here is the crystallizationbehaviorwhenone considersmiscible
polymer blends with a crystallizable and an amorphous compo-
nent. In these cases, for slow enough crystallization rates (i.e., close
to the equilibrium melting point), it is found that the amorphous
polymer can be completely expelled from the spherulites, empha-
sizing the apparent generality of this finding.

While our results thus have clear parallels to “molecular”
mixtures with defects, no such phenomenon has been observed
for polymer nanocomposites, especially for platelet fillers and for
large micrometer sized glass beads. We attribute these results to
two facts: first, these platelets or beads are much too large to be
easily maneuvered by the growing lamellae. Second, these more
planar fillers can facilitate the nucleation and growth of the
polymer crystals, making them much more intimate participants
in the crystallization process. The critical nanoparticles sizewhere
one transitions between the behavior in the presence of platelet
fillers and that in the presence of nanoparticle filters remains an
open and interesting question that we shall probe in future work.
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